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This CD, with its exquisite vocals, can be most accurately compared to such artists as R.Kelly mixed with

Marvin Gaye but with a 2005 New Orleans Flavor. 10 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Rhythm  Blues,

URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop Crossover Details: B' Shipe is an R&B vocalist from the talent-rich city of New

Orleans who made his solo debut in October of 2001. His sophomore album, "HAPPY", is an undeniable

masterpiece recorded as a Yeah! Brother Records recording artist. B' Shipe's style is calming yet vibrant

with a New Orleans, "Big Easy" type of vibe. His unparalleled vocals capture the soul and caress the

spirit. Listen to his music and you too will become a fan. With more than ten years professionally

dedicated to music, B' Shipe is far from a newcomer to the music world. He has formerly recorded for Big

Boy Records and Jamsville Records. His biggest hit, "Drop Down," was recorded while member of the

New Orleans R&B group Elate', where he served as the lead singer, songwriter, and composer. B' Shipe

is a true R&B vocalist and a seasoned performer. His title track, "HAPPY" features an exquisite vocal

performance and a masterful musical arrangement. The single "Happy" is an undeniable hit. B' Shipe has

captured the very essence of R&B ballads. "That Lady" is B' Shipe's expression of the joys of truly falling

in love. On "Superstar," B' Shipe masterfully describes every artist's dream; TO BE A SUPERSTAR! On

his entire project, B' Shipe returns to the roots of R&B. He SINGS! Just pop it in and press PLAY. He

displays his talents from one track to the next, to the next, to the next. Remember when R&B music was

honest? Well, welcome back to the "good ol' days!" B' Shipe leads the way back to the promised land

through his vocal arrangements and performance. With hit after convincing hit, B' Shipe is sure to warm

hearts. His type of talent brings something for everyone; Old School, New School, and everyone in

betweeen. B' Shipe leaves no stone unturned in his quest to include something for everyone on this

project.
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